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2008

campaign
Takes Shape

E

sprit de corps plays a large role in
any battalion or regiment’s existence.
I’ve dug out this surprising little comment
from the journal of Sir Martin Hunter:
“The 52nd Light Infantry were famous providers. They were good hands at a grab.
Grab was a favourite expression among the
light infantry, and meant any plunder taken
by force; a lob, when you got it without any
opposition. And I am certain there never
was a more expert set than the light infantry
at either grab, lob, or gutting a house. The
grenadiers used to call us their children, and
when we got more plunder than we wanted
we always supplied our fathers”.

This shows the camaraderie that existed
between different companies, in addition to
the competitive nature that naturally exists
between companies in any regiment.
Of course we all know that plundering is
against regulations, don’t we?
Lt.Col. James

C o m i n g

E v e n t s

february 2 0
Yorker Drill, Fort York Armories
mar ch 15
Yorker Party, Fort York
mar c h 19
Yorker Drill, Fort York Armories
april 16
Yorker Drill, Fort York Armories
m ay 2 1
Yorker Drill, Fort York Armories
***

A

t the ann ual Yorker Executive
Meeting last December the 2008
campaign season began to take shape. In
recent years we have fought through a long
list of 225th and 230th anniversary events
that have carried us many miles (kilometres)
into the heart of the rebellious colonies. At
the same time, many local events have
faded from the schedule. There is no question that our best memories come from big
events where we have an opportunity to test
our metal against a large rebel army. At the
same time, the Ontario events provide the
opportunity for more troops and their families to come out, and for the regiment to fill
its ranks with new recruits. In 2008 we will
attempt to create a balance in the schedule,
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with a mix of big us events, as well as outings that are a little closer to home.
This year we will not return to Westfield
Village as the site for the Northern Brigade
Tactical School. Instead, various other
options are being considered. More on this
soon.
One of the sites that is being considered
for early May is Ball’s Falls. It has been
many years since we last used this Niagara
Conservation Authority Park, but its rugged terrain and historic buildings make it a
natural spot for our purposes. This is currently under investigation.
Many of you will remember the excellent event that we had several years ago
at Lansing Manor, near Cobleskill, ny.
The Yorkers will attend this event on the
weekend of May 31 / June 1. On the same
weekend there is also a “Doors Open” event
at Adolphustown, which we also intend to
support.
Our annual trip to Black Creek is on
again this year, and at this stage it appears
that there are no other conflicting events
that weekend.
After the Yorker trip to Yorktown in the
Fall of 2006, everyone’s appetite was wetted for a visit to Colonial Williamsburg. Sjt
Dave Smith made some inquiries and was
able to generate an invitation to Colonial
Williamsburg’s “Under the Red Coat”
weekend on June 28 & 29. The reference
to “red coats” did not deter the organizers
from extending the invitation to the green
coated Yorkers. And of course we all want
to be there when the Serjeant Major gently explains to the tourists the error of the
rebellious ways.
Fort George will be holding its Rev War
weekend this year on the weekend of July
19 & 20. This was a very successful event in
2006 and promises to be so again. In fact,
Continued page 2
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s we all know the ordinary step,
or the cadence that we march with,
is approximately 75 or 80 paces per minute.
There is much evidence to show that in battle, British and Provincial troops moved at a
much faster pace.
Colonel William Dalrymple in 1782 had
suggested that, as a standard step, 100 to
120 paces per minute should be the norm,
which he described as “nothing more than
an easy walk”. He went on to suggest that
the pace “be accelerated occasionally to
a kind of trot, to 150 paces per minute”.
Simcoe in fact forbade his Queen’s Rangers
ever to march in slow time. The American
General, Henry Lee, noted specifically
at Guilford Courthouse, that Cornwallis’
troops marched onto the field and deployed
“in quick step”, quick step being approximately 120 paces to the minute.
Sometimes the term “dogs trot” is used
to describe the pace of British troops, and
one German officer at Long Island used the
caustic term “English Gallop” to describe
the British “quick march”. It has been noted
in several diaries that the German troops,
especially during the New York campaign,
had difficulty in maintaining their station
with British troops in the field due to the
German officers being refused permission
by their Landgrave to increase their cadence
to keep up with the British units during
battle. General Knyphausen in particular
during the war wrote, “I have found through
experience that this method (open order) is
of benefit here, for our troops, when they
are fully closed up, are not able to march in
line with the English, but lose thirty paces
in every hundred”. He was also referring to
the open order which allows troops to move
faster.
The British and Loyalist officers were
more pragmatic than most historians realize. They knew that to move faster in the
attack meant that they exposed their men
to less volley fire and therefore casualties
would be reduced.
Lt.Col. James

this may be designated as our Canadian
All-Up event. The Followers have already
determined that this will be the site of Polly
Johnson Day.
Many of you will remember Prescott’s
Loyalist Days from days of yore. A committee in the town of Prescott is busily working
on arrangements for a Loyalist Days event
on the weekend of August 9 & 10. This
event will take place outside the walls of
Historic Fort Wellington in the pretty
waterfront community of Prescott. And of
course this area has all kinds of importance
for us, given that many of the Royal Yorkers
settled in this area after the Revolution.
This truly is home turf.
Fort Niagara’s annual “Soldiers of the
Revolution” takes place in mid-August. We
had a strong Section of Yorkers at the event
last summer, and the consensus was that we

should put a push on to make it a bigger
Yorker event in 2008.
Despite the quirky weather, Ticonderoga
was one of our best events last season. We
will return to this important historic site
again in 2008 on the weekend of September
6 - 7.
Thornhill will be on the calendar again
this year as our annual money making
event.
Although the Fall events are not firmed
up yet, there was a lot of discussion about an
event at Cherry Valley, ny in early October.
Brigadier Christian Cameron is also organizing a weekend of wargaming at his
Meyers Hill, ny property.
At this point the Editor always throws
in the disclaimer, “It ain’t final until you see
it in the Yorker Calendar”. However, this
gives you some feel for what is unfolding for
the coming campaign.
Capt Dave Putnam

Many Jobs are Being Done

W

hen Gavin Watt announced his
retirement as Colonel of the Royal
Yorkers, the newsletter article title read, “Oh
My Gawd!! What Will We Do Now?” One
year later much has been accomplished and
many individuals have stepped up to the
mark to pickup one or more of the jobs that
need to be done.
• Lt Colonel Reg James is providing overall
leadership and direction to the regiment
and its many sub-units.
• Cpl Robert Stewart is now responsible for
maintaining the Regimental Accounts.
He will receive all member payments,
keep an accurate record for each member, make payments when necessary, and
manage the regimental bank account.
• Cpl Mike Manning is handling the regiment’s Liability Insurance. This involves
keeping track of the current members,
collecting the necessary premiums, and
dealing with the insurance provider as
changes occur.

• Capt Steven Sandford is now responsible
for regimental stores, with the exception
of fire arms. He will identify suppliers,
maintain an inventory of required items
of equipment, and keep all records of
items disbursed and payments made.
• Lt Alex Lawrence is keeping track of
member e-mail addresses, and issues
periodic mass mailings as part of the regiment’s communication program.
• Capt Dave Putnam is the editor of the
Yorker newsletter and is responsible for
gathering articles and information that
would be of interest to the group. He
is also maintaining a regimental list of
addresses, phone numbers and membership status.
• Chris Armstrong is now involved in taking
the newsletter text and converting it into
a finished product for distribution to the
membership.
Obviously this brief statement of job duties
is an oversimplification of the important
role that each person plays. And of course
this short list does not name all the other
individuals who are actively performing
necessary and important tasks on behalf of
the regiment. Thank you to those who are
working so hard to make our unit one of the
best run units in the hobby.
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annual

Yorker Party

4:30 pm Country Dancing
6:00 pm Reception
6:45 pm Dinner

Saturday, March 15, 2008
Fo r t Yo rk, Blue Ba r ra c ks

m

cost ~ $35 per adult; $20 per child

Annual

Yorker Pa r ty

L

After Dinner Speaker :
Sjt Mjr David Mo ore

ast year our Annual Yorker Party
was held at the Vimy Officers Mess,
cfb Kingston. This year we will return to
the Centre of the Universe, Toronto. It’s been
a few years since we were last at Fort York,
so it will be a pleasure to enjoy the historic
ambiance of the Fort’s Blue Barracks again.
The party will start with English Country
Dancing, led by Dance Master Dave
Putnam. Live music will be provided for the
dancer’s enjoyment. If you haven’t danced
before, don’t worry about. The dances will
be fully explained and demonstrated. If you
don’t have a partner to dance with, it’s not
a problem. Partners change from dance to
dance, and in some cases throughout the
dance. And if you just want to come and
watch, that’s okay too.
The Reception will start at 6:00 pm,
with a cash bar. During this social time an
excellent dvd from the Ticonderoga event
will be shown. This made-for-tv presentation features the Yorkers throughout. At
approximately 6:45 pm we will sit down for
a wonderful catered dinner.
This year Sjt Mjr David Moore will be
our After Dinner Speaker. David’s presentations are always entertaining, and as
he says, the more you’ve had to drink, the
more entertaining they become. LtCol Reg
James will also address the troops and present the Yorker of the Year Trophy. And, as is
the tradition, the formal part of the evening

will end with the distribution of the 28th
Annual Yorker Calendar.
This will not the end of the evening
however, as its always enjoyable to spend a
few hours talking to old friends, looking at
pictures, taking pictures, listening to music,
playing music, etc.
The cost of the party this year will be $35
per adult and $20 per child. Guests are welcome to attend, but it is important that the
Yorker who extends the invitation includes
them in his/her return and takes responsibility for their cost if they don’t show up.
Anyone who would like to stay at the
Fort overnight in one of the barrack rooms
is welcome to do so. This is not private

n
accommodation, but it will be far cheaper
than going to a hotel. A nominal fee will
be charged to those who stay. We need to
confirm our use of the barracks in advance,
so if you would like to stay at the fort,
you must contact Cpl Mike Manning
(michael.manning@rogers.com) as soon as
possible.
A ction I tems

Officers and nco’s: Please determine who will
be attending the party from your Company/
Section and provide the names to Cpl Mike
Manning no later than March 1.
If you plan to stay overnight at the fort,
contact Mike Manning and confirm your
reservation.
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R esponse to

Ne w s l e t t e r

Changes

T

he first issue of the electronic
newsletter seemed to be well received.
Here is some of the feedback concerning
the change from a paper document to an
e-mailed version.
I love the new format. Color pictures are
a nice touch!
– Mic ha e l W onnac o t t
I got the newsletter and it looks great.
– Don Walton
What a delight to have received the
newsletter by email! The colour pictures
were wonderful...
– Mar i a nne Fr oe h l ic h
This is a very positive way to do the
newsletter... links and colour.
– Jon Wa nna m a k e r
It is fabulous. Exactly how I thought it
could be. Just like the paper version only
better. Imagine, colour pictures!!
Much easier to store and much harder
to misplace.
– Lt Da n M or e au
A job well done on all fronts.
– Jim M or r i s on

So… it looks like were going to stick with
the new electronic version of the newsletter. But why stop there? After the last issue
was released Chris Armstrong, Duncan’s
Coy, provided a mock-up of a reformatted
newsletter with a distinctive 18th century
look. Chris is a graphic designer by profession, and has all kinds of resources, skills
and ideas that can take the publication to
another level. Chris wrote:
“The intent is to give an 18th century
typographic feel to the piece. I have several
typefaces that are authentic to our period
(primarily Caslon). I am also wondering
if we could entertain the idea of giving a
name to the newsletter, instead of just
calling it Royal Yorkers. Looking at titles
of 18th century papers I found that most
papers used a two part name, including

Ca Iron Chef
compe ti tion

T

his year there will be a new honour
to uphold within the Royal Yorkers,
one for which there will be glory, a large
trophy, and bragging rights. A little healthy
competition to shake things up between the
Companys. Yes, that’s right, it’s the Cast
Iron Chef competition!
This summer, at one of the Ontario
events, the regimental row of camp kitchens
will be turned into Yorker Stadium. It will

a locality name plus a descriptor, such
as New England Courant, or Maryland
Gazette. Gazette, Post, Journal, Mercury,
Packet, Courant, Bulletin, Reporter,
Chronicle, Centinel and Intelligencer are all
names used at the time. These could be
preceded by Yorker, Loyalist, Royalist, Loyal
or Royal Yorker.”

Chris has learned an important lesson
in military life: Volunteering an idea can
have consequences. He made a good
suggestion in December, and now he is
the graphic designer for the new Yorker
Courant. The new, or should I say, the
old look for this issue can be attributed to
Chris’ talent and vision for the publication. Thank you Chris for your willingness
to take this on.

be a competition between various company
mess groups. Each mess group will select
its ingredients, and prepare a meal. It will
require planning, teamwork and skill.
Will your group become the Epicurean
Envy of the regiment, or the Colonels
Kitchen Nightmare?! Who will become the
Gastric Gods of the krrny? Who will have
the Culinary Creativity to pull it off?
Now is the time to form your team.
Details and a list of rules will follow.
Will you be the next Cast Iron Chef?
Karen Dittrick
Competition Coordinator
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Ta i l o r i n g
Re v War U ni fo r m s

J

O

n Saturday, J an uary 5, Justin
Clement of the csm delivered a lecture at Fort York Armory on the fit of Rev
War uniforms. The event was well attended
by 64th Foot, Marksmen, Queen’s Rangers
and Royal Yorkers. Justin has been employed
at Colonial Williamsburg for a few years
and has taken a strong interest in researching materials and methods. His paper was
heavily illustrated with original images and
documents, and he brought several items of
clothing, which he has personally tailored,
as further evidence.
I found several items of discussion quite
revealing. After Sjt Fernberg so thoroughly
overhauled his regimental jacket some time
ago, he told me that the lightweight white
cloth that we use to line the tails of our
coats (serge) should be hemmed and firmly
sewn in place about ⅛" from the edge of the
coat body. At the time, this struck me as a
lightning-bolt revelation, as I had been told
decades ago that both bottom edges should
be left raw and unhemmed. Of course, this
has always led to unsightly raveling which,
I convinced myself, was due to the poorer
grade of cloth we were employing. Justin
reemphasized the hemming procedure and
had many examples to show us.
On a broader front, I must confess to be
constantly amazed about how many procedures that we accepted as ‘solid-gold’ in the
past are now shown to be wrong, wrong,
wrong.
Another revelation: It was often common
to piece together cloth to complete a jacket,
breeches or waistcoat. So, if the tailor/seamstress didn’t have enough cloth to complete
the front panel of your waistcoat, he/she
would simply take a piece of cloth and
piece together the panel. We have always
avoided this, assuming it was too unsightly
and would never have been done. Wrong
again! Several of Justin’s items of clothing
illustrated this procedure and the result was
more interesting than unsightly. I assume
the grain of cloth was carefully oriented
when the two pieces were butted together,

Page 5
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but the point is, piecing was done. Yes, the
placement of the seam was ‘out of the normal line of sight.’ One result is obvious – a
considerable reduction in wastage.
Justin spent considerable time discussing
lacing, which doesn’t affect the krr particularly, but certainly was interesting. For
instance, Drummer’s lacing was radically
different from the Other Ranks’ version.
And, Drummer’s lace was wider than Fifer’s
lace. Go figure.
I won’t attempt to explain Justin’s comments about the fit of garments, as it’s too
complex without sketches or items to illustrate. But, he made the point that it is far
more important for the soldier’s garments
to fit well in the 18c mode than it is to spend
buckets of money on materials. And, as all
of us Royal Yorkers know so well, a great
many of our garments are very poorly fitted.
All too often, recruits have complained to
the seamstress that the arms are too tight,
or I don’t like the armpit being so high, or
the jackets too tight on my chest, or… The
result – baggy garments and the wrong
look. There’s no easy way to avoid this
problem, although Justin suggested setting up a booth in Sutlers’ Row manned by
experts who, for a fee, could counsel how to
cut clothing and avoid physical discomfort
while maintaining an accurate appearance.
We’ll have to wait to see whether that idea
will go forward.
An excellent presentation.
McGeachie

S h o r t c u t to a S l ee v ed
Wa i s t c o a t

H

ere’s an interesting ‘field expedient’ that McGeachie passed along.
Although the Colonel-of-old would have
been aghast if some defaulter in Duncan’s
had adopted this method of getting some
extra warmth in the late Fall, McGeachie
seems to be giving serious consideration to
the idea.
From The Pennsylvania Gazette of
March 1765 [source Accessible Archives]:
“Run away from the subscriber, living in
Kent county, Maryland, a servant man,...;
his apparel is a blue coat and jacket, buckskin breeches very dirty, with stockings for
sleeves to his jacket…”

Interesting that the ad says the runaway
had a “blue coat and jacket”, which would
suggest that the coat and jacket were two
different clothing items. The fact that the
runaway wore stockings for sleeves says to
me that the jacket was otherwise sleeveless,
and probably was a waistcoat. So the outfit must have had a blue waistcoat, and the
wearer made it warmer by pulling stockings
over his arms, or the stockings could have
been stitched to the jacket as a permanent
attachment. Then he put his blue coat on
top of that. Interesting!
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PICTURES

from

Sarat oga



T

he picture shown with this article was taken by a professional photographer at the
Saratoga event last October. Liz Wiltrout was the photographer who took this “unit
picture”. Unfortunately, the Lights were not present at the time of shooting, as I suspect
they were off doing some shooting of their own.
There were two photographers at work that weekend, and both have websites for viewing
their work.
Liz Wiltrout has a photo website at http://www.lizwiltrout.com/saratogasprings/Welcome.html
She also has a dvd for sale ($25 us) with more than 1100 images from this event. You can
contact her directly (liz.wiltrout@gmail.com ; 585.734.8601) for more information. The dvd
includes web sized files for easy email & sharing, as well as print resolution files.
The second photographer, Kelly Rhinehart-Harris, can be reached at PixChic@aol.com, or
315-342-5609. Her website is at http://good-times.webshots.com/album/561018065RGGwbT?start=0.
***



Hitory
L inks

Cap tain Z ig Misiak of Butler’s
Rangers has a new webpage that is well
worth exploring. Zig has been working very hard with school inclusion and
support of Native curriculum, and his
efforts seem to be paying off. He now has
several school boards lined up to participate. It looks like it could also become a
national program based on the political
support that it is receiving. The Ministry
of Indian Affairs has recently asked for a
presentation of the program. Check out
www.realhistoryontario.com .

***
Lo oking for some 18th century fabric for that new waistcoat or dress? Nancy
Watt has provided these links to sites selling
period and reproduction fabrics.
http://www.renaissancefabrics.net/index.html
http://www.timetraveltextiles.com/

***

New 3-Pd r
G un C arriage

S

jt Colin Post reports that the new
3-pdr gun carriage is making progress.
The crew now has a set of good plans
and have been building all of the tools
(rammers, sponges, wad hooks etc.). Colin
has manufactured some of the metal work
such as brackets, elevating screw and hand
wheel. The crew has scheduled a weekend
in March to go into the school where Sjt
Post teaches, where they will have full shop
facilities, and be able to machine all of the
major pieces and assemble them.
McGeachie

Most Y orkers will recognize Jim
Morrison as one of the rebels who we frequently encountered in our trips to the
Mohawk Valley. You also may recognize
him as the co-author and research assistant for several of Gavin Watts’ books. Jim
has his own webpage, and you can find it at
http://morrisonspensions.org. Jim has recently
released a new 586 page book entitled
“Don’t Shoot”, which chronicles many of
the Pension Records of men who served
during the Revolution in the Mohawk
Valley. It also contains a number of first
hand accounts through the eyes of men who
fought the battles. Jim has graciously given
us permission to use material from his webpage for future issues of the newsletter.
***
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Pa p or t
Re q u i r e m e n t
P ostponed
The on-again, off-again passport requirement for crossing the border has become a
bit of a nightmare for those reenactors who
are waiting for a clear direction. This recent
news release gives the current state of things.
ot tawa – Final approval of the $555 billion budget bill in the United States means
that Canadians traveling by land or sea
won’t need a passport to enter the United
States until June 1, 2009 at the earliest.
The delay of the passport requirement
was contained in the omnibus spending bill passed last week by both houses
of Congress and signed into law yesterday
by u.s. President George W. Bush. The
requirement is part of a u.s. law known as
the Western Hemisphere Travel Initiative.
Public Safety Minister Stockwell Day
said in a statement that he welcomes the
delay in the land and sea requirements
but said he remains “concerned about the
impact the United States’ whti will have
on the economy and border communities of
both countries.”
The initiative will eventually require all
Canadians who travel to the United States
to have a passport or other secure identity
document. So far, it applies only to those
who travel by air.
Day said he’ll continue talks with u.s.
officials “to confirm that alternative secure
documents, such as enhanced driver’s
licenses, will be accepted to enter the United
States across the land border instead of a
passport.” He said the government’s efforts
“have generated considerable support for
such alternative documents.”
Still, Day said, Canadians should get
a passport or similar identification to
enter the United States by land beginning
January 31.
u.s. Senator Patrick Leahy wrote to
Homeland Security Secretary Michael
Chertoff last week questioning his legal
authority to impose the birth certificate
requirement. Leahy, a Democrat from
Vermont, called the birth certificate
requirement “unwise, ill-considered and
counterproductive.”

A

Loyalist
point of view

I

have often heard Sjt Major Moore
explain to the bewildered crowd that
the misguided Sons of Liberty had a very
odd sense of what “liberty” was all about.
For instance, how did Washington and
Jefferson reconcile their fight for liberty,
and their lifelong ownership of slaves? Cpl
Mike Manning came across the writings of
several colonials who also had some misgivings about the cause of liberty as espoused
by the Whigs.
Theophilus Lillie, a Boston merchant,
had some difficulty understanding the public’s justification of the Boston Massacre.
“Upon the whole, I cannot help saying
– although I have never entered into the
mysteries of government, having applied
myself to my shop and my business – that
it always seemed strange to me that people
who contend so much for civil and religious
liberty should be so ready to deprive others
of their natural liberty…
If one set of private subjects may at
any time take upon themselves to punish

another set of private subjects just when
they please, it’s such a sort of government
as I never heard of before; and according to
my poor notion of government, this is one
of the principle things which government is
designed to prevent.”

Dr. Sylvester Gardiner, a physician of
Boston, explained his decision to depart
Boston with General Gage’s army in 1776:
“I found I could not stay in Boston and trust
my person with a set of lawless rebels whose
actions have disgraced human nature and
who have treated all the King’s loyal subjects
that have fallen in their hands with great
cruelty and for no other crime than for their
loyalty to the best of Kings and a peaceable
submission to the best constituted government on earth. I don’t believe there ever
was a people in any age or part of the world
that enjoyed so much liberty as the people
of America did under the mild indulgent
government (God bless it) of England and
never was a people under a worser state of
tyranny than we are at present.”
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T r ea t i s e

on

Partisan
warfare
i

I

i
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J

ohann von Ewald joined the Hessian
Regiment Gilsa in 1760 at the age of 16.
By the time of the Revolution, Ewald was
a captain in one of two jager companies,
that served in America. His troops fought
bravely in every major battle, from New
York to Yorktown, as well as in dozens of
small engagements that were so common
during the war. Immediately after his return
from America in 1784, Ewald wrote his
Abhandlung uber den kleinen Krieg. When
his Treatise on Partisan Warfare was published in 1785 it was a great success, and
quickly became a classic. The following is
an excerpt from this work concerning the
drill of light infantry. This will sound very
familiar.
Since every service has its own drill manual
I will only touch upon the most necessary
points. You have to train the infantry well
in marching, quick loading and firing. One
has to let them frequently march in platoons and in line so that they can attack
the enemy in the best order and in closed
ranks. You also have to train them well in
their various deployments so that they can
make these moves in the greatest speed and
without the least confusion.
…The infantry has to be taught to march
in line in the best order through thickets;
between two files there has to be an opening of a good pace. During all of this the

men hold their rifles in the middle with
their right hand and carry them on their
right side, so that the branches of the trees
do not impede their march.
The infantry, especially the jager, have
to be well trained to fight dispersed, since
in most cases they will cover the front and
the flanks. But they must also be trained to
assemble with the greatest speed at the place
of the commanding officer of the detachment as soon as the bugle horn calls them.
This maneuver is one of the most important with light troops through which, if you
know how to skirmish around the enemy,
the enemy can easily be brought into disarray, especially if you are dealing with regular
troops in wooded or very divided terrain.
Since loading of the rifles goes very
slowly, the jager in particular must be well
taught that always one of two, or two of
four, have loaded guns, so that they can
support those who have fired already. The
fusiliers, however, have to be taught that
they have to take the bayonets off their rifles
as soon as they also have to fight dispersed,
so that they take good aim and fire wellaimed shots at the enemy. They, as well as
the jager, have to be trained to fire at targets
as often as that is possible.
If this maneuvre has to be performed
during a retreat, one of the two, two of the
four, or three of the six, retreat 50 to 100
paces after they have given fire, while the

others save their fire until the retreated
party has reloaded. This is the way how to
retreat alternately. During all of this the
officers and non-commissioned officers of
the platoons have to constantly call to their
men and give the necessary support so that
the platoons do not get mixed up, causing
disarray.
All evolutions of a light corps have to
be made at the command of the trumpet,
drums, or bugle horn, and the men have to
be assiduously trained in this so that they
know every command. Since light troops
have to fight a la debandande (which is their
true strength), each soldier has to know by
heart whether the charge or the retreat, left
wheel or right wheel, or summons have
been sounded.
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